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I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper a review will be made of how one can use nuclear
physics to put rather stringent limits on the age of the universe and
thus the cosmic distance scale. As the other papers in this session
have demonstrated there is some disagreement on the distance scale
and thus the limits on the age of the universe (if the cosmological
constant A - 0.) However, the disagreement is only over the last factor
of 2, the basic timescale seems to really be remarkably well agreed
upon. The universe is billions of years old - not thousands, not
quintillions but billions of years. That our universe has a finite
age is philosophically intriguing. That we can estimate than age to a
fair degree of accuracy is truly impressive.

No single measurement of the time since the Big Bang gives a
specific, unambiguous age. Fortunately, we have at our disposal sev-
eral methods that together fix the age with surprising precision.
In particular, as the other papers show, there are three totally
independent techniques for estimating an age and a fourth technique
which involves finding consistency of the other three in the framework
of the standard Big Bang cosmological model. The three independent
methods are:

1. Cosmological Dynamics

2. The Age of the Oldest Stars

3. Radioactive Dating

This paper will concentrate on the third of the three methods, as
well as go into the consistency technique. Each of these involves
nuclear physics, hence the title of the article. I will give an
updated review of nucleocosmochronology and of age consistency
arguments using Big Bang nucleosynthesis. As such this will be an
update of the review Schramm (1982) presented at the AAAS meeting
on the Age (if the Universe.
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Before going into the nuclear techniques let us glance at
Figure 1, where we see the Hubble constant plotted versus the year
of measurement. This reminds us that the direct determination of
the distance scale has been plagued with systematic errors. In
contrast we mi-,ht note that the nucleor_hronologic ages first det-
ermined by Fowler and Moyle (1960) are still in good agreement with
the current determination which will be presented here.

2. AGE BY NUCLEOCOSMOCHRONOLOGY - RADIOACTI"VE DATING OF THE UNIVERSE

Nucleocosmochronology was reviewed in detail by Symbalisty and
Schramm (1981). The method is similar to the Carbon-14 dating method
used by archaeologists and paleontologists to pinpoint the time that
living tissues died. In effect, nucleocosmochronology is a way of
dating the creation of the heavy elements.

Nearly all elements heavier than iron are formed by neutron cap-
tures. The s-process or slow neutron capture process takes place in
the envelope of red giants. The r-process or rapid neutron capture
process apparently takes place in supernovae. However, the detailed
astrophysical site of the r-process is still not determined. (See
discussions by Norman and Schramm (1979) and references therein.)
From meteorites we in fact know that the actinide producing r-process
is probably not the same as the r(n)-process which produces the light-
er r-process nuclei. (See arguments presented by Olive and Schramm
(1981) and references therein.) However, to get the high neutron
flux needed to yield actinides requires a catastrophic event which is
probably in some way associated with the death of massive stars. Thus,
in this paper I will use the term supernova to refer to the r-process
site but remember we may actually be referring to some other cata-
strophic astrophysical site.

The best nucleochronometers (i.e., those with suf iriently-
long lives to be cosmologically interesting) are the radioactive el-
ements formed by the r-process. By dating the origin of certain
r-process elements, we can derive a date for the supernovae (or what-
ever) that generated them. By dating the oldest supernovae, we come
to a date not too much after the Big Bang itself. Stars that become
supernovae take ti 10 7 yr to evolve. Then adding this to the time it
takes to make a star ( % 10 7 yr) yields the first supernovae blowing
up and making heavy elements much much less than a billion years after
recombination, and recombination is ti 105 yr after the Big Bang. Thus
the age of the first supernovae is a good estimate of the age of the
universe. The question is, then, how do we go around finding the
oldest supernova.

Happily enough, to make the calculations it is not necessary to
know the actual, absolute abundances of the elements today or at any
time in the pasta All we need do is compare the ratio in which a
suitable pair of chronometers were formed (their production ratio)
and the ratio in which they are found today (their abundance ratio) and
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couple these together through the known radioactive decay time.

Production ratios of the various r-process elements can be cal-
culated theoretically. For example, we can calculate that 232Th is
made in a supernova 1.6 times as much as 238U. This calculation
basically involves estimating how many r-process produced nuclei will
eventually decay to 232Th [5 - (232) + (236) + (240) + (244) + (248)]
compared to how many will decay to 238U [ 3.1 - (238) + ( 242) + (246)
+ 0.1(250)] (see Symbalisty and Schramm, 1981 and references therein).
232Th has a half-life of 14 billion years. ' 238U has o half-life of 4.5 billion
years. A s m le of lunar rock today reveals an abundance ratio today for
232Th and 3^U of approximately 4 to 1. In order for the production
ratio of 1.6 to have changed to the present abundance ratio of 4, al-
most 1010 years must have elapsed (Fig. 2In other words, the event
which created our lunar sample went on 10 1 .0 0 years ago, it it was only
one event. (note that our solar system is known to be 4.6±0.1x10 9 yr old.)

This tells us the age of the elements if there was just one super-
nova that created all the Th and U in our sample. There have been
about a billion supernovae in our galaxy's history, and it is unlikely
that they all went off at the same time. In fact, because 1291,
244Pu and 26A1 were present when the solar system formed and they
could survive much less than a billion years it is apparent that super-
novae went off not just 5 billion years before the solar system
formed but also only millions of years. (One needs to be a little
careful here since the 26A1 producing event probably did not make
actinides like Pu nor Th and U but the basic argument is valid.)

Let us see how to convert our single event age for a more real-
istic age. Any distribution of supernovae has an average rate and an
average age. Obviously the oldest nuclei must be older than the average
age of the elements. We can also use statistical analysis to compare
the supernova rate at certain times with the overall average rate.

We get our overall average rate from the very long-lived nucleo
chronometers. Table 1 shows that 232Th and 187Re have half-lives far
longer than the entire duration of the period of their nucleosynthesis.
238U has a half-life very near the duration of nucleosynthesis. These
long-lived nuclei will still have some fraction of the abundance pro-
duced by the very first supernova that has not completely decayed
away. Thus, the average rate of supernovae contributing 232Th, 187Re

and 238U nuclei is the average rate of supernova detonation for the
galaxy's entire history. And the average age of these nuclei is the
average of all the elements above carbon, because nearly all the heavy
elements (with the exception of the s-process) are formed in super-
novae. The shorter lived chronometers are not able to give us good
total age information but they do tell us about events just prior to
the formation of the solar system. These short-lived nuclei tell us
that some nucleosynthesis took place in events that were the order of
5 billion years after the average event. There may have been events
5 billion years before the average orelse many, many more events near
the average than after it.
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For sufficiently long lived nuclei the average age is just the
equivalent of the one event age. (For a sufficiently long lived
nucleus, the total duration of nucleosynthesis is negligible and can
be treated as all occurring at one average time.) To get a total age
we thus need to know something about the evolution of the rate of
supernovae in the galaxy.

From looking at the heavy element abundances in different age
stars we know that the production is not increasing now and if anything
it may be decreasing. This statement comes from noting that the abund-
ances of heavy elements in stars is not rapidly increasing with time
although very early in the Galaxy's history it may have changed rapidly.
Thus, production rates are at best constant and may actually be de-
creasing. A constant rate yields a total age which is twice the one
event age and a high early production yields a total equal to the one
event age (see Figure 3). Thus, the total age prior to the formation
of the solar system is between the one event age and twice the one
event age measured prior to the solar system formation. Current best
models (Tinsley, 1975; Ostriker and Thuan, 1975; and Talbot and Arnett,
1973) for the evolution of the galaxy yield net rates that are nearly
constant (see Hainebach and Schramm, 1977) and thus give total ages
closer to twice the one event age )plus the 4.6 billion years for the
solar system).

The two long-lived chronometer pairs are 232Th/238U and
187Re/1870s. They give best estimate one event ages A max prior to
solar system formation of about 5 billion years prior to solar system
formation (see Table 2) with a consistent overlapping uncertainty of
± 2 billion years. Thus, the mean age of the elements is 5±2+4.6

billion years which yields a best guess of about 10 billion years and
a lower limit of 8 billion years. The best total age is twice the one
event age plus 4.6. This yields about 15 billioney ars. However, it
could go as low as 8 or as high	 about 19 billion years.

Soon it should be possible Lo diminish the vaguarities in these
calculations considerably. One improvement is coming from accelerator
experiments seeking to provide a much better estimate of the Os cross
sections at the temperature of relevance to the s-process which en-
able one to estimate the fraction of the 18 70s abundance coming from
the decay of 187Re. There is also hope for developing new nucleo-
chronometers for some non-r-process radioactive nuclei. 	 These should
allow us to see if all nucleosynthetic processes yield similar chrono-
logies. Another hope for the future is improved understanding of
Galactic evolution based on new observational constraints.

3. CONSISTENCY

What is particularly stimulating about the information conveyed
by all three dating methods is that it all congregates at the same
general time, the order of 10 to 20 x 109 yr. Certainly a 10 billion
year range is not tiny, but the very fact of the numbers being that
close strongly indicates that at some time within or around this range
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something very profound must have happened; something which happened
everywhere in this universe. It was big enough to leave its imprint
on the timing of such diverse phenomena as the universe's rate of ex-
pansion and the timing of star formation and element creation. If all
of these events are not somehow related in a single space-time context,
then there is no reason why the numbers should not be wildly different.

Once one is convinced that these three independent techniques are
really dating the same event - the Big Bang, we can argue that they
must give exactly the same value for the same set of input assumptions.
In particular, we can combine two of the above methods, use the third
for an accuracy check and add further constraints from related observa-
tions and calculations.

Figure 4 shows the relation between age and helium abundance for
three different Hubble constraints. This graph is possible because of
the relationship between the age, the density and the amount of Helium
made in the Big Bang. In the standard Big Bang model with A a 0 the
age is a monotonic function of the density times the inverse. Hubble
constant with higher densities corresponding to smaller fractions of
1/Ho and the critical density yielding an age of 2/(3Ho). Big Bang
nucleosynthesis produced He and the amount of He produced is sensitive
to the density of nuclear matter in the universe (see Figure 5). If
nuclear matter is the dominant form of matter in the universe like it
is in the solar system then this density yields the fraction of the
Hubble time that is the total age. We have superimposed on Figure 4
the upper limit on the primordial 4He abundance of 0.25 (see discus-
sion in Yang, et al. (1979) and Pagel (1982).)

Calculations by Icko Iben and Robert Rood (1970) indicate that
the globular clusters are between 9 and 19 billion years old for
starting Helium abundances between 20% and 30% of the mass of the star.
If primordial Helium is restricted to be less than 25% the lower limit
moves up to 13.5 billion years. The primary uncertainty comes from the
Helium abundance. Since higher primordial He requires less time to
convert the rest of the core H to He and thus move off the main se-
quence . in the standard globular cluster models of Iben
and Rood (1970), all other uncertainties amount to less than± 1 billion
years (Figure 6).

Some aut,- ,rs (c.f. Demarque and McClure, 1977; and Flannery, 1981)
obscure the sensitivity to the Helium by fitting to some cluster
observable like the relative numbers of red giants and horizontal
branch stars. Since such parameters are very sensitive to the helium
abundance such a fiL is merely changing the name of the real physical
variable and is in effect fitting to a particular helium abundance.
Recently non-standard effects have been included in globular cluster
calculations. These include gravitational settling of the He which
decreases the age (Noerdlinger et al., 1981) and rotation induced
turbulence (Maeder and Shatzman, 1981) which increases the age and
also eliminates the gravitational setting. Even with various age low-
ering effects and large parameter shifts ages do not go under 8 or 9
billion years (Flannery, 1981). Since effects which decrease the age
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increase the solar neutrino flux and since convection and turbulent
effects go in the direction of increasing the age, one can provably
use Iben's (1973) calculations as reasonable estimates of the age
and 13.5 billion years becomes a fairly good lower limit.

A lower bound on the primordial 4He can be obtained from Figure 7.
This lower bound of 0.23 comes from Big Bang nucleosynthesis and is the
lowest primordial 4He abundance which can be made consistent with the
limits on 3He + D and 3 or more neutrino families (e, U,T). This
limit is described in detail by Yang, et al. (1983), (see also Schramm
1982). This limit is also in effect a lower bound on the density of
nuclear matter. Thus meaning that even if the universe has large
amounts of non-baryonic matter (e.g,, massive neutrinos) the implied
upper limit on the age will still be valid. This latter point tightens
the constraint of Symbalisty, Schramm and Yang (1981). By uving the
3He + D constraint to yield Y > 0.23 we are no longer sensitive to the
estimates of density, from the dynamics of galaxies as were Symbalisty
et al. (1981) and Kazanas et al. (1978).

Figure 8 is a combination of the constraints of Figures 5, 6 and 7.
The only age range completely consistent with all the constraints found
in Figure 8 is 13.5 to 16.5 billion years. Note that this age range
limits the Hubble constant to a range of 55 km/sec/Mpc to
70 km/sec/Mpc, which is consistent with Tammann (1981, 1982) but not
with Huchro (1981). Note that the best fit nucleocosmochronology age
of 15 x 10 yr falls exactly in the center of the consistent Big Bang
range.

In all of the above, it has been explicitly assumed that the
"cosmological constant" is zero. That is, in the absence of matter
space-time is assumed to be flat. If the cosmological constant were
non-zero then the relationship between H and age can be quite dif-
ferent and the above mentioned constraints on H would be irrelevant
although the age arguments would still hold since Big Bang Nucleosyn-
thesis and globular cluster ages are unaffected by the cosmological
constant.

3. CONCLUSIONS

From the above discussion, it is apparent that the age of the
universe is probably between 8 and 19 billion years with the best fit
age consistently determined by a combination of all techniques to be
about 15 billion years. This age also is approximately the best fit
estimate of Iben (1981) and Demarque and McClure (1977) via globular
cluster techniques and is in reasonable agreement with Tammann (1981,
1982) estimate from his Ho and q  considerations.

However, if the galaxies really are closer than Tammann believes,
there is one way to reconcile Huchra's (1981) "upper limit" age of 12
billion years with an actual age of 15 billion years. If there is an
intrinsic curvature to space, the cosmological constant accel-
erates the galaxies instead of allowing gravity to decelerate them.
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The cosmological constant, if we are willing to reinvoke it,
could reconcile the generally accepted age of 15 billion years with
the smaller separations claimed by Huchra and his collaborators
(Aaronson et al., 1981). But that carries a price that most of us are
not yet willing to pay, i.e., postulating something that has no other
reason for existing than to tidy up the conclusions of one observation
in an arena known for its past history of systematic errors. Such in-
vocations seem ad hoc, and for now I will bet that our universe is
about 15 billion years old.
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TABLE 1

Half-lives

Rhenium-187 (187Re)
43 billion years

Osmium-187 (1870s) stable

Thorium-232 (232Th) 14 billion years

Uranium-238 (238U) 4.5 billion years

Uranium-235 (2350) 713 million years

Plutonium-244 (244Pu) 82 million years

Iodine-129 (1291) 16 million years

Iodine-127 ;i27I) stable

Aluminum-26 (26A1) 700,000 years

TABLE 2
1

232Th/ 238U Amax - 5.1 ± 2.5 billion years

187Re/1870 All - 4.6 ± 1 billion years



5. FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1: Hubble constant vs. year of measurement.

Figure 2: Ate 0 it is assumed that the ratio of the abundances
is 232TW I AU = 1.6. It is known that 232Th/U = 4 now. From the
diagram it can be seen that it takes about 10 billion years for
the ratio to change from 1.6 to 4. Thus, an event at time 0
occurred ti 10 billion years ago in this model. Notice that when
the solar system formed 4.6 billion years ago, the ratio 232Th/
238U ti 2.4 which was about 5.0 billion years after time - 0.

Figure 3: Average ages and total ages.

Figure 4: Age versus primoridal Helium abundance Y, for different
values of Ho . Big Bang nucleosynthesis is used to obtain the
density corresponding to Y, and that density is used to determine
the fraction of the Hubble time that is the age. (This latter
step would not hold if the bulk of the mass of the universe were
not in nuclear matter.) Constraints on the lower limit age and
the upper limit on Y are also shown.

Figure 5: Big Bang Helium production versus the nuclear matter density
(assumes three neutrino species and photon background is at 2.7K.)

Figure 6: Globular cluster ages versus initial 4He abundances from
Iben (1973).

Figure 7: The primordial 4 H abundance Y versus the sum of 3He+D
(from the Big Bang nucleosynthesis Alculations of Yang, et al.,
1983). Note that for 3 or more families of neutrinos there is

no acceptable solution for Y e 0.23 that does not overproduce
3He+D.	 p

Figure 8: The combination of Figures 5, 6 and 7 showing that the
only total consistent Big Bang models must have ages between 13.5
and 16.5 x 109 yr. and Hubble constants from 55 to 70.
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